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Abstract 
	
	
We investigate spillover effects from sentiment and mood shocks on US outbound tourism demand 

from 1996 until 2013. We use the Index of Consumer Sentiment and Economic Policy Uncertainty 

Index as proxies for sentiment and the S&P500 as a proxy for mood. We find a moderate to high 

interrelationship among sentiment, mood and outbound tourism demand. More importantly, sentiment 

and mood indicators are net transmitters of spillover shocks to outbound tourism demand. The 

magnitude of spillover effects sourced by sentiment and mood is time-varying and depends on certain 

socio-economic and environmental events. Our results have important implications for policymakers 

and travel agents in their efforts to predict tourism arrivals from key origin countries and to plan their 

tourism strategy. 
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INTRODUCTION 
	
The economic implications of tourism in both origin and destination countries are highly important 

to society. For destination countries, this extends to government revenues, employment, 

infrastructure, broader socio-economic growth and diversification of economic activities (Li, 

Blake, & Cooper, 2011). The importance of tourism is documented in the United Nations World 

Tourism Organization (2014) report, which shows that tourism contributes about 9% of the global 

GDP and $1.4 trillion of international exports. Tourism studies have adopted a multi-disciplinary 

approach integrating many social disciplines, including economics, in order to gain a better 

understanding of tourism related issues, such as tourism demand. This is reflected in the bulk of the 

research published on tourism demand determinants (Song, Dwyer, Li & Cao, 2012).  

Given the high importance of the tourism industry and its contribution to national economies 

and societies worldwide, the identification of factors that determine tourism demand behavior 

is critical for informing tourism management and policymaking. Indeed, there is a plethora of 

studies that focus their interest on the drivers of outbound tourism, which most commonly use 

macroeconomic variables, such as unemployment rate, gross domestic product and money supply 

(see, indicatively, Lim, 1997; Oh, 2005; Halicioglou, 2010; Smeral, 2012; Eugenio-Martin & Campos-

Soria, 2014; Seetaram, Forsyth, & Dwyer, 2016). 

By contrast, there is little empirical work on how variables that move beyond the macroeconomic 

sphere, such as people’s mood and sentiment, might impact on their propensity to consume tourism 

products (Yap & Allen, 2011). The role of mood and sentiment in individuals’ spending behavior has 

been widely examined in the economics and psychology literature (Nofsinger, 2005; Weber & 

Johnson, 2009) and is acknowledged as an important determinant of many economic aspects, ranging 

from consumer expenditure (Carroll, Fuhrer, & Wilcox, 1994; Ludvigson, 2004) to stock market 

returns (Baker & Wurgler, 2006).  
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Tourism studies offer some evidence that consumer sentiment and mood relate to national tourism 

demand (Yap & Allen, 2011) and the way tourists evaluate hospitality services (Sirakaya, Petrick, & 

Choi, 2004). Motivated by this line of research, this paper investigates the spillover effects of shocks to 

mood and sentiment on US outbound tourism to all destinations. The US is one of the largest suppliers 

of tourists worldwide (UNWTO, 2014) and thus a key market for many destination countries.  

To approach this market through the emotional dimension, we use the Index of Consumer Sentiment 

(ICS) and the Economic Policy Uncertainty (EPU) index, as two proxies for sentiment and the 

S&P500 index, as a proxy for mood. The ICS can capture sentiment in relation to consumers’ 

expectations about their own financial condition and the future of the economy, whereas the EPU 

index can grasp sentiment in relation to the macroeconomic environment of the country. Moreover, as 

expressed by Nofsinger (2005) and Olson (2006), stock market indices, such as the S&P500, have the 

ability to reflect social mood. 

This paper is timely in view of the recent Global Financial Crisis (GFC) of 2007-09, which had a 

major impact on consumer sentiment and economic policy uncertainty in the US. Furthermore, the 

GFC saw the collapse in stock prices associated with an unprecedented increase in investor fear as 

measured by the CBOE VIX index. The VIX being an implied volatility index, based on S&P500 

options, expresses expected future market volatility over the next 30 calendar days. This climate could 

have possibly created spillover effects on consumers’ mood and their spending behavior, especially 

towards luxury goods, such as tourism. The tourism literature has already started to investigate market 

interdependences in outbound tourism from one origin country to multiple source markets, an area of 

research that is developing in response to the recent crisis (Song et al., 2012).  

The contribution of this paper can be described succinctly. Unlike previous studies (e.g. Yap & Allen, 

2011), we investigate the spillover effects of shocks to consumer sentiment, mood and outbound 

tourism demand using three different proxies. With the exception of the ICS, the other two proxies are 
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used in the tourism literature for the first time. Additionally, the manner of the ICS inclusion 

represents a significant departure from the literature. Instead of employing the ICS as a determinant of 

either tourism demand at a national level (Crotts, Thunberg & Shifflet, 1993; Yap & Allen, 2011) or 

international tourism arrivals in destination countries (Gounopoulos, Petmezas, & Santamaria, 2012), 

we use it as a sentiment proxy to investigate its spillover effects on the aggregate US outbound tourism 

demand. 

Finally, this study contributes to the existing literature of tourism demand determinants by outlining 

the importance of shocks to sentiment and mood on the forecast-error variance in outbound tourism 

demand. So far, tourism studies have examined travelers’ sentiment and mood, mainly through the use 

of qualitative surveys but have overlooked these determinants at macro level. Thus, using historical 

data on sentiment and mood at macro level opens up a new avenue of research by identifying the 

spillover effects on tourism demand as a result of shocks originating from the US.  

Our findings provide evidence of significant spillover effects among sentiment, mood and outbound 

tourism demand, which range from 25% to 55%, indicating moderate to strong interdependencies 

among the variables. Important peaks are observed during the early-2000 recession, the period 2005-

2006 and the GFC, in which shocks to all sentiment and mood indicators are mainly transmitters of 

spillover effects to the US outbound tourism demand. The only exception is the period 2001-2003 

when tourism demand transmitted shocks to mood, which can be attributed to the after-effects of the 

9/11 terrorist attacks. Additionally, sentiment and mood indicators reveal heterogeneous patterns in 

their magnitude of effects across time. In particular, the ICS transmits spillover effects to tourism 

demand during the early-2000 recession, yet its effects gradually decrease. In contrast, shocks to EPU 

transmit significant spillover effects in the pre- and latter months of the GFC. Further, the S&P500 is 

the main transmitter of shocks during 2005-2006 and in the first year of the GFC. 

This paper bears important implications for policymakers in terms of planning and investment, 
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particularly for countries which are popular destinations among the US nationals: Mexico, Canada, the 

UK, Dominican Republic and France (US National Travel and Tourism Office, 2013). As our study 

suggests, mood and sentiment should be factored into forecasting models for national tourism planning. 

For instance, when the US sentiment and mood is high, policymakers in key destination countries could 

strengthen their marketing campaigns in order to attract more US tourists, whereas when US sentiment 

and mood are low, they could focus their marketing strategies on alternative source countries. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT 

Determinants of Tourism Demand 

The main drivers of outbound tourism demand of sentiment (both consumer and policy uncertainty) 

and mood can be construed as leading signals of economic conditions in the source market. The 

importance of leading signals of economic conditions within the economics literature is that they can 

be used to forecast turning points in the business and economic cycle. The identification of factors 

influencing tourism consumption is of central concern to researchers and policymakers. There have 

been a number of variables identified in the literature as determinants of tourism demand.  

One of the most widely used explanatory variables is income in origin countries. To account for this, 

researchers often use the gross domestic product or gross national product per capita (Halicioglou, 

2010). These two variables serve as proxies for discretionary income (Song, Witt & Fei, 2010), given 

that tourism is generally acknowledged as a luxury good (Kim, Park, Lee & Jan, 2012). Another 

determinant of demand is the relative price of tourism. The latter is expressed by dividing the 

consumer price indices of the destination and the origin country (Gounopoulos et al., 2012), often with 

exchange rate adjustments (Song et al., 2010). Other variables that can potentially determine tourism 

demand are prices of alternative destinations (Song & Witt, 2003), unemployment (Cho, 2001) or 

transportation costs (Turner & Witt, 2001).  
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The fact that economic factors dominate the tourism demand literature could be partially attributed to 

data availability for economic compared to non-economic factors. Yet recently published work has 

rendered important the study of non-economic variables as determinants of tourism demand. For 

instance, Goh, Law and Mak (2008) examine the US and UK tourism demand for Hong Kong, using 

economic and non-economic factors. Their findings indicate that climate and leisure time, have a 

greater impact on tourism arrivals than economic factors. Moreover, Cazanova, Ward and Holland 

(2014) explore economic and non-economic drivers of tourism demand and demonstrate that the latter, 

as approximated by weather, wildfires and the 9/11 events, exert significant influences. Other non-

economic proxies employed in the literature include habits, similar preferences and climate between 

inbound and outbound markets (Lorde, Li & Airey, 2015); advertising (Divisekera & Kulendran, 

2006; Kronenberg, Fuchs, Salman Lexhagen & Höpken, 2015); immigration (Seetaram & Dwyer, 

2009); political instability (Dhariwal, 2005) or terrorist attacks (Bonham, Edmonds, & Mak, 2006; 

Arana & León, 2008). 

 

Sentiment and Mood 

Even though “sentiment” and “mood” are often used interchangeably, both concepts have distinct 

differences in terms of their duration and driving forces (for an excellent review of the differences 

among emotions, mood and sentiment, see Ekman & Davidson, 1994). In general, one could 

characterize mood as an emotionally motivated, pre-rational force of the human psyche spanning 

over short horizons. For example, a person could feel happy or sad for as little as one hour to 

several days. In addition, mood does not require any cognitive involvement as it is emotionally 

driven. Frijda (1994) suggests that mood could be unintentional or generated by emotionally 

charged events (natural disasters, wars, etc.). Furthermore, external factors such as the environment 

can affect mood. In an earlier paper, Schwartz and Clore (1983) suggested that rainy and cloudy 
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days can induce a depressing mood, while sunny days can produce a positive mood. In the cases of 

such commonly observed stimuli (major events; weather) mood is affected at the collective level 

(social mood). 

Conversely, sentiment represents a cognitively motivated, rationalized expression of social 

disposition. Sentiment tends to last for relatively longer periods and does not change 

instantaneously. According to Frijda (1986), sentiment is the attitude towards particular events or 

situations following cognitive involvement. Frijda (1994) later adds that sentiments are cognitive 

schemas (e.g. expectations) whose informational content determines our perception of things. For 

example, when individuals are invited to surveys to express their opinion about the economy, the 

degree to which they feel optimistic or pessimistic requires them to involve their cognitive skills. In 

other words, they need to recall information from their memory and process it in order to answer 

the survey questions. 

 

Consumer Sentiment and Tourism Demand 
	
Consumer sentiment refers to people’s feelings about their own finances, the state of the economy and 

their confidence about its future prospects. Sentiment is believed to exhibit a positive correlation 

between consumption behavior and spending decisions (Bryant & Macri, 2005). In particular, 

consumers’ expectations about their personal financial condition and the future of the economy are 

usually reflected upon survey measures such as the Michigan’s Index of Consumer Sentiment (ICS) 

and the Conference Board’s Consumer Confidence Index.  

For instance, the ICS is designed to gauge consumer attitudes toward the overall business climate, the 

state of personal finances, and consumer spending by asking questions to at least 500 households, 

every month, on the following topics: i) personal financial situation now and a year ago; ii) personal 

financial situation one year from now; iii) overall financial condition of the business for the next 
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twelve months; iv) overall financial condition of the business for the next five years and; v) current 

attitude toward buying major household items. From the responses generated, the index provides 

readings on how consumers view their own financial situation, the short-term general economy and 

long-term general economy to approximate consumer sentiment.  

Similarly, the Conference Board’s Consumer Confidence Index seeks to identify the level of optimism 

in the state of the economy, surveying 5,000 households on five issues, namely; (i) current business 

conditions; (ii) business conditions for the next six months; (iii) current employment conditions; (iv) 

employment conditions for the next six months and; (iv) total family income for the next six months. 

Baker, Bloom and Davis (2013) suggest that the Conference Board Confidence index has a 

correlation of 0.912 with the ICS, thus we only consider the former. 

ICS and consumer confidence indicators have been found to be an important non-economic driver of 

tourism demand. For instance, Crotts et al. (1993) use the ICS as a determinant of domestic US travel, 

suggesting that it could be a valid proxy for leisure travel. Indeed, they find this index to be an 

effective short-term predictor for the US domestic travel volume. Later studies report similar findings 

when using household debt as a proxy for consumer confidence in relation to Australian domestic 

tourism demand (Athanasopoulos & Hyndman, 2008; Yap & Allen, 2011).  

Furthermore, Singal (2012) posits that the US consumer sentiment is an important determinant of 

expenditure in the domestic hospitality industry. Yet, Gounopoulos et al. (2012) do not identify any 

effect from the consumer confidence index of six origin countries to inbound tourism in Greece. This 

could be attributable to the fact that they consider people travelling to a single destination and not total 

outbound tourism from key origin countries. Additionally, these results may differ from the previous 

literature as they focus on international rather than domestic tourism demand. 

The theoretical justification behind the use of ICS as a potential source of spillover from a shock to 

consumer sentiment on outbound tourism demand originates from the early studies of Katona (1975; 
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1980). Both studies postulate that increases in consumer sentiment due to increased optimism on 

future economic prospects translate into increased expenditure and consumption of luxury goods such 

as tourism. This is based on the assertion that the level of expenditure on non-essential goods is not 

only an indication of one’s purchasing power but also a reflection of one’s willingness to purchase and 

consume. As a result, expectations of future income and wealth are regarded as important factors that 

affect consumers’ behavior on whether or not to spend on luxury goods and services. In fact, a number 

of studies have found that consumer sentiment indexes have forecasting power on consumer spending 

patterns (Carroll et al., 1994; Ludvigson, 2004; Easaw, Garratt, & Heravi, 2005). 

Based on the above, it follows that expectations about the future of the economy, as reflected in survey 

measures, can be used to explain tourism demand behavior. Such a proposition is consistent with the 

findings of Kim et al. (2012) in relation to outbound tourism in Korea. Thus, we posit the first testable 

hypothesis: 

 

H1. A shock to the ICS transmits spillover effects to the US outbound tourism demand. 

 

Hence, acceptance of hypothesis H1 is consistent with the notion that tourism is highly cyclical and 

dependent on the economic cycle (Guizzardi & Mazzocchi, 2010). Based on the assumption used in 

previous studies that household debt is used to proxy for consumer confidence (Crouch et al. 2007) it 

follows that a shock to the ICS will have a spillover effect on outbound tourism demand. The intuition 

here is that when faced with high debt levels, households postpone discretionary expenditure to make 

debt repayments. 

 

Economic Policy Uncertainty and Tourism Demand 

A novel contribution of this study is the inclusion of the Economic Policy Uncertainty (EPU) index as 
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an alternative measure of sentiment and source of spillover effects to the US outbound tourism 

demand. Introduced by Baker, Bloom and Davies (2012), the EPU index is constructed by using three 

components. The first component reflects the media coverage of economic policy uncertainty news; 

the second component considers the federal tax code provisions to expire whereas the third component 

uses economic analysts’ disagreement on their forecasts about policy related variables. By 

construction all three components of EPU capture concerns about the future state of the economy, thus 

reflecting changes in economic confidence (Baker et al., 2013). Given that confidence indices (such as 

the ICS) can capture sentiment, as already mentioned, we maintain that EPU is also a valid proxy for 

sentiment.  

EPU could directly affect consumer spending behavior, as suggested by Giavazzi and McMahon 

(2012) and Baker et al. (2013). More specifically, Giavazzi and McMahon (2012) find that German 

households increase their savings (i.e. reduce spending) when policy uncertainty increases. Baker et al. 

(2013) corroborate the findings by Giavazzi and McMahon (2012), suggesting that increases in 

economic policy uncertainty makes businesses and households postpone investment, as well as, 

consumption expenditure. 

The EPU index has recently gained traction in the economics literature demonstrating its robustness in 

measuring policy uncertainty at fiscal and monetary policy level (Antonakakis, Chatziantoniou & Filis, 

2013; Colombo, 2013). Political uncertainty may affect people’s welfare in respect to their decisions 

on saving and consumption (Eeckhoudt, Gollier & Treich, 2005); as such, one would expect that 

people would be reluctant to spend for holidays abroad, and vice versa. 

The notion that a shock to the EPU index has a transmitting effect on outbound tourism demand is 

based on Bloom (2009) who investigates the role of economic policy uncertainty on macroeconomic 

performance. Key to this assertion is the “drop-rebound-overshoot” effect, which predicts that a shock 

may lead potential travelers to postpone their purchases in the short run, when levels of uncertainty 
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surrounding future income and wealth prospects are high. However, this phenomenon assumes that 

over time the level of uncertainty diminishes and leads to an increase in demand for non-essential 

goods and ultimately an overshoot in discretionary spending.  This leads us to propose our second 

hypothesis: 

 

H2. A shock to the EPU index transmits spillover effects to the US outbound tourism 

demand. 

 

Acceptance of hypothesis H2 under the “drop-rebound-overshoot” effect predicts a temporary 

negative spillover effect in outbound tourism demand followed by a positive effect. An equally 

plausible explanation is provided by Knotek and Khan (2011), who posit that uncertainty surrounding 

economic policy would make travelers postpone purchases of luxury goods, particularly goods where 

there is a cost of cancelling (e.g. airline tickets). As a consequence, a shock would have a negative but 

temporary spillover effect on outbound tourism demand.  

 

Mood and Tourism Demand 

Similar to sentiment, mood within the context of this study – which refers to the emotional state of 

individuals – is also believed to have an effect on their expenditure patterns (Gardner, 1985). More 

specifically, evidence from the psychology literature suggests that mood affects the way we process 

information and make our decisions under uncertainty even when the source of the mood is not related 

to the decision being made (Lowenstein et al., 2001). In particular, people in positive (negative) moods 

have been found to make more optimistic (pessimistic) decisions (Schwarz & Clore, 1983). It has been 

observed that when mood is positive, spending is increased and vice versa (Murray et al., 2010). 

Further, consumption patterns may be heavily disturbed by exceptional events that tend to affect 
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household mood (Malgarini & Margani, 2007).  

A number of studies investigate the effect of mood and emotions on tourism demand using qualitative 

research methods. Gnoth et al. (2000) conduct a survey in Austria, New Zealand and South Africa to 

find that emotions and mood have an impact on the motivations of people to travel. In addition, 

Sirakaya et al. (2004) examine the role of mood in the evaluation of tourism products by cruise 

passengers, observing that people in bad mood had lower levels of satisfaction. Bigne and Andreu 

(2004) outline the role of emotions in tourist segmentation to report that tourists in Spain who visited 

cultural attractions exhibited higher levels of satisfaction, loyalty and willingness to spend. Chuang 

(2007) finds that people in a state of positive emotion are less likely to respond to a sale promotion and 

opt for a full packaged tour. Finally, Kwortnik and Ross (2007) highlight the importance of 

consumers’ emotions when they take decisions on experiential products, such as vacations. 

However, unlike previous studies, we propose the S&P500 index as a proxy for the level of mood of 

potential travelers. Its inclusion as a driver of tourism demand, whilst marking another contribution to 

the tourism literature, stems from psychological evidence and Prechter’s (1999) socioeconomic theory.  

Several researchers have suggested that the stock market could actually reflect the prevailing social 

mood. For instance, Prechter’s (1999) socioeconomic theory suggests that mood at a collective level 

(social mood) is the primary causal variable in stock markets. Nofsinger (2005) suggests that social 

mood affects the decisions of consumers, investors and corporate managers. To that end, a positive 

(negative) mood causes decisions biased by optimism (pessimism) and this impacts on consumer 

behavior (higher or lower expenditure), business and investment activity. Furthermore, Olson (2006) 

notes that financial trends are heavily influenced by social mood and that the feelings of financial 

decision makers mirror the overall mood of society. Finally, due to the fact that stock market decisions 

are made very quickly, the stock market itself reflects social mood rather than sentiment.  

Based on the aforementioned arguments, we maintain that a bullish stock market represents positive 
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mood, whereas a bearish stock market indicates a negative mood (Hong & Stein, 1999). As a 

consequence, this leads us to our third testable hypothesis:  

 
H3. A shock to the S&P500 index returns transmits spillover effects to the US outbound tourism 
demand. 
 

The use of the S&P500 index in hypothesis H3 is traced back to an emerging strand in the finance 

literature that posits the use of the implied volatility index (VIX) as an important proxy for investors’ 

fear (Petmezas & Santamaria, 2014). For instance, the VIX index draws useful inferences on options 

traders’ perceptions of risk of the S&P500 index and how it translates into falls in stock index prices. 

This notion is reinforced by the psychology literature where individuals’ current mood determines 

their judgment of future events and their reactions towards these events (Wright & Bower, 1992). 

Hence, according to the findings of Nofsinger (2005), the spillover effects of mood on tourism demand 

are attributable to an increase (decline) in the S&P500 index that translates into an increase (decline) in 

social mood. 

 
 
Relationship between Consumer Sentiment, Policy Uncertainty and Mood 

Another issue that would be interesting to consider is the existence of a relationship among the three 

drivers of tourism demand. A relationship between sentiment and stock prices has been observed in 

the studies of Otoo (1999) and Jansen and Nahuis (2003), where rising stock prices cause increases in 

consumer sentiment and vice versa. On the other hand, Fisher and Statman (2003) observe that high 

consumer sentiment is associated with low stock returns.  

Theoretically, there are two channels that could explain the positive relationship between consumer 

sentiment and asset returns. The first is the wealth effect where higher stock prices translate into 

greater wealth and optimism (Poterba, 2000). Secondly, stock prices provide a useful leading indicator 

on future economic conditions, which in turn may determine consumer behavior as households 
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formulate their future income and wealth expectations (Otoo, 1999).  

Additionally, one should account for the possibility of a relationship between economic policy 

uncertainty and the stock prices. This stems from the theoretical framework of Pastor and Veronesi 

(2012) who establish a relationship between the economic cycle, economic policy uncertainty and 

stock prices. The link between policy uncertainty and mood has been empirically proven by previous 

studies (Gregory & Rangel, 2012; Brogaard & Detzel, 2015). Therefore, the relationship between 

shocks to consumer sentiment, economic policy uncertainty and the S&P500 Index (i.e. mood) are 

accounted for when interpreting evidence of spillover effects on the US outbound tourism demand. 

 

DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

Data 
	
We use monthly data on ICS and the EPU indices as proxies for sentiment and the S&P500 index as a 

proxy for mood. Our proxy for the outbound tourism demand (OUTBOUND) is the outbound tourist 

departures from the US. The US has been traditionally the largest tourist generating country and 

remains the largest origin country in terms of tourists’ expenditure (World Bank, 2016). 

The sample period for these variables is January 1996 until December 2013. The data on the US 

outbound tourist departures were obtained from the US National Travel and Tourism Office, the data 

on the EPU index were obtained from the website of Economic Policy Uncertainty 

(www.policyuncertainty.com), whereas data on the ICS and S&P500 index are obtained from 

Datastream®. The outbound series is seasonally adjusted. All data were transformed into their first 

log-difference and are stationary, based on the ADF-test (results are available upon request). 

[TABLE 1 HERE] 
	
Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics of the series. We observe that the EPU is very volatile 

compared to other indicators, while outbound tourism demand is also fairly volatile. The mean values 
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suggest that the ICS is, on average, declining during the sample period, whereas the opposite holds for 

the remaining variables. Both the decline of the ICS and the positive value for the EPU indicate that 

sentiment is worsening throughout the sample period. Contrary to the two sentiment indicators, the 

S&P500 and OUTBOUND have positive mean values, implying an improvement in these series 

during the sample period. The Jarque-Bera test reveals that none of the series is normally distributed 

and exhibit a platykurtic distribution. The ICS and S&P500 log-returns are negatively skewed, 

whereas a positive skewness is observed for the EPU and OUTBOUND. 

Figure 1 exhibits the evolution of the series during the study period, where several regularities are 

observed. 

[FIGURE 1 HERE] 

First, the ICS shows a declining trend until 2009, which reaches a trough during the GCF and 2011 

when the US economy slowed down sharply. The impact of the GFC is also reflected on both the EPU 

and S&P500, where a significant increase and decline, respectively, are evident. Regarding outbound 

tourism demand, we observe a sharp decline during the last quarter of 2001, which can be attributed to 

the 9/11 terrorist attacks that had a major impact on the U.S. tourism industry. Finally, another decline 

in the outbound tourism demand is observed during 2010-2011, which again coincides with the 

slowdown of the US economy. 

 
Spillover Index 
	
In this study we use the spillover index by Diebold & Yilmaz (2012), which is the generalized version 

of the original index by Diebold & Yilmaz (2009). Spillovers allow for the assessment of the inter-

linkages between the variables under examination. The spillover index is based on the Vector Auto 

Regressive (VAR) model developed by Sims (1980) and the notion of variance decompositions. The 

Diebold & Yilmaz (2012) approach uses a generalized VAR framework (Pesaran & Shin, 1998), 
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where forecast-error variance decompositions are not influenced by the ordering of the variables. The 

use of such a framework is of particular importance for our study, as there are no prior theoretical 

arguments for the “correct” ordering of our variables. 

The Diebold & Yilmaz (2012) approach is useful in identifying total, directional, and net 

spillovers. The total spillovers represent the average contribution of spillovers of shocks 

across variables to the total forecast error variance. Put it simply, total spillovers measure the 

average level of interdependence among the variables under examination. The directional 

spillovers decompose total spillovers into those originating from (or going to) a particular 

source. Finally, net spillovers allow the identification of the main sources of spillover effects by 

classifying variables as net transmitters or net receivers of shocks. 

Given that our aim is to identify the impact of sentiment and mood indicators’ shocks on US 

outbound tourist departures, we concentrate on net pairwise spillover effects. While net 

spillovers can identify whether US outbound tourist departures are net receivers or 

transmitters of spillover shocks to all other variables, net pairwise spillovers identify net 

spillover effects between each sentiment and mood indicator versus US outbound tourist 

departures. 

Hence, based on Diebold & Yilmaz (2012), a q-order VAR model is estimated, as follows: 

𝐲" = 𝐁%𝐲"&%

'

%()

+ 𝜀", (1) 

where, 𝐲" is an N×1 vector of endogenous variables, 𝐁% are N×N parameter matrices and 𝜀" is a 

N×1 vector of disturbance terms that are i.i.d. Our VAR model has four variables, namely, the 

ICS, EPU, S&P500 and OUTBOUND. The moving average representation of the VAR model in 

equation (1), which is key to the dynamics of the system, is given by 𝐲" = 𝐀.𝜀"&.
/
.() ,  where the 

N×N are coefficient matrices 𝐀., which are recursively defined as 𝐀. = 𝐵)𝐀.&) + 𝐵1𝐀.&1 + ⋯+
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𝐵/𝐀.&/, with 𝐀3 being the N×N identity matrix and 𝐀. = 0, for j < 0. The total, directional, net 

and net pairwise spillovers are estimated using generalized forecast-error variance decompositions 

of the moving average representation of the VAR model in Equation (1). Based on Pesaran and 

Shin (1998), we define the H-step-ahead generalized forecast-error variance decomposition as 

follows: 
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where Σ denotes the variance matrix of the error vector ε, 𝜎.. denotes the error term’s standard 

deviation for the j-th equation and 𝑒" is a selection vector with ones as the i-th element and zeros 

otherwise. This provides a N×N matrix 𝐻 = 𝜃%. 𝐻 %,.(),..,:
, where each entry gives the 

contribution of variable j to the forecast error variance of variable i. The own-variable 

contributions are depicted in the main diagonal, whereas off-diagonal elements generate cross-

variable contributions. 

Under the generalized decomposition, the sum of own and cross-variable variance contribution is 

not equal to one, i.e. 𝜃%. 𝐻 ≠ 1:
.() . Thus, all entries of the variance decomposition matrix are 

normalized by the row sum, as follows: 
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~

θ

θ
θ . (3) 

We should note here that by construction 𝜃%. 𝐻 = 1:
.()  and 𝜃%. 𝐻 = 𝑁:

%,.() . 

Based on equations (2) and (3), we can estimate the total spillover index (TS), as follows: 
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Furthermore, the directional spillovers TO variable i FROM all other variables j, are computed as 

follows: 
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whereas, the directional spillovers FROM variable i TO all other variables j is estimated as 

follows: 
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In turn, equations (5) and (6) enable us to estimate the net spillovers (NS) from variable i to all 

other variables j, as: 

( ) ←→ −= iii DSDSHNS . (7) 

Finally, the net pairwise spillovers can be calculated as: 

( )
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EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

The spillover results for the full sample estimation are shown in Table 2. Our findings indicate 
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that, on average, the total spillover index is 20.4%, which suggests a moderate interdependence 

among the four variables. The net spillovers reveal that only the EPU is a net transmitter of 

shocks to all other variables (17.4%), whereas the remaining three variables are all net receivers 

of shocks. Furthermore, outbound tourism does not seem to be heavily impacted by any of the 

other three indicators, given that on the full sample estimation the own contributions of shocks 

to its own forecast error variance is 99.7%. 

[TABLE 2 HERE] 

However, a static approach may mask some important interdependencies that can only be revealed 

in a time-varying framework. This is a valid argument, given that the interdependencies among 

our variables could have been affected by major events during the sample period, which could 

alter the households’ sentiment and social mood. These may include the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the 

Iraqi war and the GFC. Thus, it is important to assess how these spillover effects change over 

time. 

To do so, we generate the spillover effects of shocks using a 60-month rolling window estimation 

of equation (1) with 12-months step-ahead generalized forecast-error variance decomposition. 

For robustness, we also considered alternative window lengths (72-month and 84-months) and 

different periods for the generalized forecast-error variance decomposition (6 and 24 months) 

and the results remain qualitatively similar. For brevity, robustness tests results are only available 

upon request. The results of the time-varying total spillover effects are shown in Figure 2. 

[FIGURE 2 HERE] 

Although on the static approach the total spillover index is 20.4%, when we consider a time-

varying approach, the results are different and more informative. First, we notice that the total 

spillover index fluctuates between 25% and 55%, while a continuous decline is observed. 

Furthermore, four peaks are observed in the total spillover index; the first during the 2000-2001 
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period, the second during the period 2005- 2006, the third during the 2007-2009 GFC and the 

forth during the latter part of 2013. 

The US outbound tourism demand is particularly sensitive to shocks introduced to all sentiment 

and mood proxies as highlighted by the highest reading of almost 55% in 2000-2001. This could 

be attributable to the US recession during this period and more crucially, the detrimental effects of 

the 9/11 on the air-travel industry. This is a very interesting finding, given that safety issues 

and the sense of social security are more commonly relevant to destinations (Bonham et al., 

2006). However, in this case the terrorist attacks seem to act as a reverse push factor, given 

that a perceived risk to travel, prevalent in the origin country, discourages people’s mobility (Ito & 

Lee, 2005). 

We observe spillover effects to be of lower magnitude during the GFC, which although 

unexpected, can be explained by the fact that interdependencies among mood, sentiment and 

outbound tourism are gradually shrinking over time. Thus, upon closer inspection, we realize that 

during the peak of the GFC (towards the end of 2008) spillover effects increase from about 

30% to approximately 45% (i.e. a 50% increase in spillovers).  The corresponding increase in the 

early-2000 recession is about 22%. This suggests that all four variables in our model become 

highly interrelated during recessionary periods. Such findings support and extend the existing 

literature, which has showed that there are strong relationships among different sets of these 

variables (Jansen & Nahuis, 2003; Pastor & Varonesi, 2012).  

Turning to non-recessionary periods, we observe a peak in 2005-2006, which coincides with 

the most active Atlantic hurricane season in US history that caused thousands of casualties and 

billion-dollar damages. Plausibly, this peak could be driven by changes in social mood, on the 

premise that the latter is affected by natural disasters, as established by Frijda (1994). 

Furthermore, the tourism literature provides evidence of the effect of natural disasters on 
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decreasing inbound tourist flows in destination countries (Sharpley, 2005) and that natural 

disasters create hesitancy in travelling (Wang, 2009). Here, once again, we observe that a 

traditional pull factor may also affect outbound tourist flows dramatically.  

Furthermore, the hardest-hit areas during this hurricane period were the Gulf Coast and the Gulf of 

Mexico. This led to a speculative rise in oil prices, as both regions are crucial for the oil industry 

(according to the US FTC (2006), the gasoline price reached a record price). Past research 

provides evidence that increased oil prices negatively affect tourism demand (Becken & Lennox, 

2012) and economic prospects (Hamilton, 2011). Thus, it makes sense to argue that such events 

could impact on both sentiment and mood and in turn, affect decisions for engaging in outbound 

travel. 

The last peak in the total spillover index, which is observed in the latter part of 2013, can be 

attributed to improving ICS readings, declining EPU and the S&P500 reaching historic highs, 

closing above the 2000 points for the first time. These conditions could trigger higher outbound 

tourism demand, given improvements in readings of sentiment and mood.  

Overall, total spillovers illuminate that during periods of major events, the spillover effects of 

shocks amongst our variables increase significantly. Nevertheless, we need to disentangle these 

shocks and their relationship further. Given that our key interest is to identify how each indicator 

affects outbound tourism demand, we only concentrate on directional spillovers TO outbound 

tourism demand and net pairwise spillover effects between each proxy and outbound tourism 

demand. All remaining time-varying spillover indices (directional and net spillovers) are not 

reported here but are available upon request. 

Figure 3 exhibits the directional spillovers transmitted FROM all three indicators TO outbound 

tourism demand. 

[FIGURE 3 HERE] 
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The directional spillover effects fluctuate between 4.5% and 12% over the sample period, 

which suggests moderate impact of sentiment and mood indicators’ shocks on outbound tourism 

demand. Furthermore, four peaks can be observed, which coincide with the periods identified 

earlier in the total spillover index and as such, these spillover effects confirm that shocks to 

sentiment and mood can affect outbound tourism demand behavior. More important, though, is 

to isolate the spillover effects from each indicator. This can be achieved by examining the 

time-varying net pairwise spillover effects, presented in Figure 4. 

[FIGURE 4 HERE] 

In general, we observe that shocks to sentiment and mood indicators are net transmitters of 

spillover shocks to outbound tourism demand. The only exception is the 2001-2003 period when 

tourism demand transmits shocks to the S&P500. Furthermore, we notice that the magnitude of 

these spillover effects differs across sentiment and mood indicators, implying that the impact of 

shocks on outbound tourism demand is heterogeneous and that the indicator which exercises the 

greatest impact shifts over time. 

Starting with the interdependency between the ICS and outbound tourism demand, it is clear that 

the spillover effects are almost zero from 2005 onwards. Nevertheless, there is a peak in the 

early-2000 recession, when spillover effects from an ICS shock on outbound tourism demand 

reach the level of 10%. Furthermore, we observe a peak of about 4% in the net transmitting role 

of shocks to ICS during the latter part of the GFC. Overall, the impact of ICS shocks on outbound 

tourism demand seems to be negligible, although this does not hold during economic downturns. 

This contradicts the findings of Athanasopoulos and Hyndman (2008) and Yap and Allen (2011), 

who maintain that consumer confidence is an important determinant of domestic tourism demand 

yet it does corroborate with the findings of Gounopoulos et al. (2012). 

The net pairwise spillover effects of shocks to EPU and outbound tourism demand provide a 
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different narrative compared to ICS shocks. In particular, EPU shocks have a moderate effect of 

approximately 4% on outbound tourism, with the highest reading observed during the pre-GFC 

period, when the EPU recorded its lowest levels. This demonstrates that when EPU in normal 

periods is positive, households exhibit a higher demand for outbound tourism. These findings are 

related to the positive effects that low levels of macroeconomic policy sentiment (i.e. EPU) could 

exercise on outbound tourism (Knotek & Khan, 2011).  

On the other hand, we find that EPU is a net transmitter of spillover effects on outbound tourism 

demand during the early-2000 recession and the GFC (i.e. when EPU index readings reach 

significantly high levels). Such a finding is consistent with Bloom (2009) and Knotek and Khan 

(2011), who suggest that when sentiment is negative, households tend to cut down their demand 

for holidays abroad. 

Finally, a particularly interesting finding lies in the spillovers between S&P500 and outbound 

tourism demand, where S&P500 is a net transmitter of spillover shocks during the whole study 

period apart from 2001-2003, which coincides with the 9/11 attacks and its aftermath.  Indeed, in 

the years following 9/11, the airline industry experienced a significant reduction in passenger 

enplanements and revenues (IATA, 2011). According to the IATA (2011) report, it was the first 

time since the World War II that the capacity of the airline industry declined in two 

consecutive years. 

Turning our attention to the remaining period, we observe that the net transmitting role of the 

S&P500 to outbound tourism demand reaches its peak during the GFC. This highlights the role 

of mood on international travel during a period of severe economic distress and especially 

within the “cyclone’s eye” phase of the crisis. Furthermore, a significant increase in spillover 

effects is evident during 2005-2006. As mentioned earlier, this period which is characterized by 

the highest activity of Atlantic hurricanes, not only impacted on the US economy but also created 
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significant speculation in the oil market. As expected, both environmental and oil price shocks 

tend to exercise a negative impact on households’ mood (Frijda, 1994), which in turn can affect 

their decisions regarding outbound tourism (Becken & Lennox, 2012). 

 

FURTHER DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Based on our findings, we can accept our testable hypotheses. First, we maintain that the 

consumer sentiment hypothesis (H1) is marginally accepted as we find significant spillover effects 

only in the first years of our sample period. According to Crouch et al. (2007), this may be 

indicative of shocks impacting on the wellbeing of households with high debt levels, which lead to 

delays in discretionary spending to meet their debt obligations.   

Second, the hypothesis related to EPU shocks (H2) can be accepted given that asymmetric 

responses from tourism demand are observed. More specifically, when economic uncertainty is 

high (early-2000 recession and the GFC), we report spillover effects from EPU to outbound 

tourism. In contrast, when EPU is low, we do not observe any important spillover effects. This 

provides some support for the “drop-rebound-overshoot” effect postulated by Bloom (2009) where 

uncertainty shocks lead travelers to postpone their travel plans in periods of recession and market 

turbulence.  

Third, the hypothesis concerning the effects of mood on the US outbound tourism demand (H3) 

should also be accepted. This is because the main shock to the S&P500 during the GFC 

transmitted significant spillover effects to tourism demand. Such finding is consistent with 

Nofsinger (2005), who shows that a decrease in tourism demand is caused by a decline in social 

mood, especially when investors’ fear reaches unprecedented levels, as depicted by declines 

(increases) in the VIX index (Petmezas & Santamaria, 2014).   

Finally, another noteworthy result of this paper is the differential spillover effects of sentiment and 
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mood to outbound tourism demand that is time varying and diverse in terms of duration. The 

differential results between spillover effects of the ICS and mood to tourism demand are 

consistent with the findings of Fisher and Statman (2003) who report an inverse relationship 

between consumer sentiment and stock returns. On the other hand, establishing a net spillover 

effect (pre-GFC period) from the EPU index and mood to tourism demand does suggest an 

empirical relationship between economic policy uncertainty and stock market performance 

(Gregory & Rangel, 2012). However, given that this finding is not robust across time, there are 

question marks on the strength of the empirical relationship when aligned to the theoretical link 

between policy uncertainty and asset returns (Pastor & Veronesi, 2012).  

	

CONCLUSION 

The identification of factors that motivate or de-motivate individuals to engage in outbound 

tourism is of major importance for destination countries that aim to attract international visitors 

and realize tourism opportunities for their socio-economic development. However, a mismatch in 

the literature is observed between a plethora of studies which examine the macroeconomic 

influences of tourism demand and the limited work that explores the impact of sentiment and 

mood on travelling abroad. This study fills this void by examining the effect of sentiment and 

mood shocks on outbound tourism demand from the US, one of the key tourism-generating 

markets worldwide.  

More specifically, even though tourism demand has been widely investigated through purely 

economic lenses, the desire to travel is also underpinned by socio-psychological parameters, 

which affect consumer behavior. Our analysis considers this socio-psychological dimension, 

showing that mood and sentiment, viewed as internal aspects of origin markets, can also be used 

to explain tourism demand.  
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The paper adopts the Diebold & Yilmaz (2012) spillover index approach and employs two 

indices that correspond to sentiment. Sentiment is defined as consumer’s expectations about 

their own financial condition and the future of the economy (as expressed by the ICS) and 

uncertainty towards macroeconomic policy (as expressed by the EPU index). We also use a 

proxy that reflects social mood, which is the S&P500 stock market index. The use of these 

proxies for exploring the said relationship is introduced here for the first time in tourism studies. 

In brief, the study provides evidence that there are spillover effects of shocks to sentiment and mood 

on outbound tourism demand, although not of high magnitude at all times. Thus, it should be noted 

that the impact of sentiment and mood on tourism demand is time and event dependent. In essence, we 

observe that spillover effects vary dramatically during periods of political, environmental and 

economic shocks, such as the 9/11 attacks, the 2005-2006 hurricanes, and the GFC. Although such 

findings are perhaps not surprising, it establishes that tourism demand is not just susceptible but rather 

tightly integrated in a dynamic web of events, played in the origin countries. 

The new evidence on the effect of mood and sentiment on tourism demand gives rise to important 

policy implications. In particular, it is suggested that destinations which attract significant numbers 

of US tourists (e.g. Mexico, Canada, the UK, Dominican Republic and France) need to consider 

not only the economic measurements of tourism demand but also their corresponding emotional 

determinants when devising tourism growth strategies and policy measures. Our findings 

demonstrate that emotional factors need to be considered in the tourism planning of these 

destinations, particularly in the event of shocks originating in source markets. The use of a 

combination of economic and emotional determinants of tourism demand in forecasting models 

can enhance both predictive capacity and forecasting accuracy, which can, in turn, inform 

destinations’ reactions to tourist arrivals fluctuations. Further, measurements of people’s 

sentiment and mood, as receivers and reflectors of local phenomena, could help tailor 
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promotional tactics of destinations that aim to sustain traditional markets or approach new ones. 

This paper makes a step towards explaining how non-macroeconomic factors in origin 

markets can affect individuals’ willingness to travel abroad. It aspires to stimulate further and 

more in-depth research on an interesting and hugely unexplored topic. Future studies could 

attempt to examine the emotional responses of potential outbound travelers more 

systematically – by extending this line of enquiry into other key origin markets. A cross-market 

enquiry could be particularly relevant given that some tourism generating regions might be more 

or less susceptible to sentiment or mood changes. Further, possible extensions of this study 

could employ other sets of emotional factors and proxies. For instance, recent studies use 

social media to capture mood and sentiment (Siganos, Vagenas-Nanos & Verwijmeren, 2014).  
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List of Tables 

 
Table 1: Descriptive statistics of the series under investigation. Sample runs from 1996:01 
– 2013:12. 

 
ICS  EPU  SP500  OUTBOUND       

 Mean -0.0005  0.0008  0.0050  0.0039  
 Maximum 0.1347  0.8025  0.1188  0.5375  
 Minimum -0.1881  -0.6289  -0.2729  -0.3211  
 Std. Dev. 0.0456  0.1654  0.0477  0.0585  
Skewness -0.5651  0.7009  -1.1508  2.6523  

 Kurtosis 5.4451  6.4109  7.5598  38.4373  

Jarque-Bera 65.0052 *** 121.8331 *** 233.7214 *** 11502.0203 *** 
Note: *** denotes significance at 1% level.  

 

 
Table 2: Spillover table (in %): ICS, EPU, S&P500 and OUTBOUND returns. The 
sample runs from 1996:01 – 2013:12. 

 
ICS EPU S&P500 OUTBOUND 

Contribution 
FROM others 

ICS 75.3 9.1 11.4 4.2 24.7 
EPU 7.5 81.8 9.2 1.5 18.2 
S&P500 4.6 24.9 68.9 1.6 31.1 
OUTBOUND 0.4 1.6 5.6 92.4 7.6 

Contribution 
TO others 

12.5 35.6 26.2 7.3 
Total 

Spillover 
Index: 

Contribution 
including 
own 

87.8 117.4 95.1 99.7 20.4 

Net spillovers -12.2 17.4 -4.9 -0.3 
 Note: The total spillover index is calculated based on 12-months step-ahead forecast error 

variance decomposition. 
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Figure 1: Variables under investigation. Sample runs from 1996:1 – 2013:12. 

 
Note: Shading areas denote US recessions as defined by NBER. 
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Figure 2: Total spillovers using 60-month rolling window. Sample runs from 1996:1 – 
2013:12. 

 
Note: Shading areas denote US recessions as defined by NBER. The total spillover index is calculated 
based on 12-months step-ahead forecast error variance decomposition. 
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Figure 3: Directional spillovers FROM all other variables TO outbound tourism demand 
using 60-month rolling window. Sample runs from 2001:1 – 2013:12. 

 
Note: Shading areas denote US recessions as defined by NBER. The directional spillover index is 
calculated based on 12-months step-ahead forecast error variance decomposition. 
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Figure 4: Net pairwise spillovers using 60-month rolling window. Sample runs from 
2001:1 – 2013:12. 

 
Note: Shading areas denote US recessions as defined by NBER. The OUTBOUND is a net receiver 
(transmitter) of spillover shocks when the lines are above (below) zero. The net pairwise spillover indices 
are calculated based on 12-months step-ahead forecast error variance decomposition. 
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